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Echolocation: Study 2 

Goal/Motivation:  

 

Same as with the previous study, we wanted to evaluate peoples’ reactions to our game’s experience. 

Since it’s a very specific experience we aim to deliver (i.e. being a bat), we wanted to make sure that 

we were achieving the appropriate feeling. This time, however, the mechanics had been refined and 

brought closer to the specific type of experience we wanted to convey. Changes included better 

in-game models (trees, rocks, etc.), actual flying, and a slightly improved echolocation mechanic, as 

well as sound effects. Terrain was also changed to more reflect a natural environment (a peak and 

valley were implemented, creating more interesting height variation), and a basic objective was given 

to players (find and seek shelter in specific trees in the level).  

 

Methods: 

 

For this study, we had six playtesters go through the latest version of our game. After they played, 

they were asked a series of twelve questions: 

 

1. What feeling did you get when you played? 
2. What did you think about the length of the game? 
3. What do you think of the controls?  
4. Is it clear that you are playing as a bat? 
5. What is something that could be added to the experience? 
6. Was the experience something you'd like to try again? 
7. Were there enough things to do? 
8. Did you ever feel lost? 
9. Did you play the previous version? 



10. If the previous answer was yes, how did this version compare? 
11. Did you feel motion sickness while playing? 
12. Ranking (scale of 1-10) 

 

Results: 

 

Full playtest results can be found in the following document:  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13yp_dRNur1AEIfOsz3d5q4wrtxi7npAlhEQ3keTwC3g/

edit  

Overall, it was found that players did feel they were playing as a bat, as opposed to the previous 

versions where it wasn’t clear to players. Four out of six players thought it was clear that the character 

is a bat. When asked what could be added to the experience, the general response was to add aesthetic 

details, such as more sound effects or environmental obstacles. A few people also suggested changing 

the flying mechanic to make it more responsive so that the player was better able to focus on the 

direction they wanted to go in. This could be why some players reported that they felt lost a few times 

until they got the hang of the controls. It was also reflected by the question that asked them what 

feeling they got while playing. Most felt eager to explore, but some reported feeling stressed because 

they felt a little disoriented by the controls. 

 

Conclusion: 

After having our participants play the game, we were able to verify that the direction our 

game is taking is a good one. Out of all our participants, only one had played a previous version, but 

they were sure to express that they felt that this newer version was better. The addition of details such 

as the flying mechanic and a more detailed environment, along with better sound effects, really helped 

us get closer to the experience that we want with this game. 

 

Reflection on results: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13yp_dRNur1AEIfOsz3d5q4wrtxi7npAlhEQ3keTwC3g/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13yp_dRNur1AEIfOsz3d5q4wrtxi7npAlhEQ3keTwC3g/edit


Based on player feedback, if we were to keep adding and iterating on this game, we would 

pay attention to more minor details, such as animations, textures, etc. 

To complement the shelter goal, a future iteration of our game might include enemies players 

would have to avoid. This could include terrestrial enemies, such as foxes, or flying enemies, such as 

a hawk. These would give challenges for players to overcome, and would hopefully help to reinforce 

the bat experience (avoiding danger as a tiny winged mammal). Introduction of something like a hawk 

could also potentially make the echolocation mechanic more interesting, depending on whether or not 

sending out a signal would attract enemies to your location, thus causing players to act more 

strategically, and potentially eliminating spam use of the echolocation mechanic while avoiding 

something like a cooldown bar (which can be immersion-breaking depending on if the bar appears on 

players’ screens). 

 
We intended to create the experience of being an animal, and we chose a bat, which cannot see objects 

directly. Players need to use echolocation to navigate their environment. 

In the very first version, we include the usage of sound waves to detect the player’s surroundings. A 

3D dark environment was created. Players cannot see anything unless they use the echolocation 

mechanic. They will shoot various small spheres that will collide with the structures around the player 

and then light them up to simulate the process of echolocation. 



 



 
The next thing we did was to change the viewport. According to the suggestions and advice we 

received from our instructor, we built a VR version, and we did playtest for both top-down version 

and VR version to get more feedback on the experience and gameplay. We also did some changes that 

players are no longer emitting balls. Instead, we gave them a particle effect to make it more 

fascinating. We also change the lighting mechanics so that the structures will become very bright once 

hit, and become darker and darker and off. 



 
 

After we did playtest for both of two versions, we found that players didn’t feel they were playing as a 

bat. This probably stems from a lack of bat-specific cues (sounds, character model, etc.). Lack of the 

ability to fly also likely contributed to a feeling of being grounded. 

However, initial clarity of the game mechanics and environment seem to be fairly high, leading us to 

believe we have a robust foundation to add to. One tester also commented on the detecting mechanic 



feeling good. It’s also important to note that only one participant preferred the version with the 

top-down view. This may be because some people don’t really enjoy the experience of VR in general.  

Thus, we decided to focus on the VR version to make a more immersive experience. We added a 

flying dynamic and flap sounds to let the player feel they are in the position of a bat. We also built a 

whole new map, with realistic terrains and plants on it. We also changed the light function to make it 

more realistic. Three special coloured trees were also added in this scene among other black and white 

objects. A deteailed view of this game so far can be seen in the screenshots below:





 


